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Remember

Americans rank Barack Obama as best president of their
lifetimes.🏆

Former DNI James Clapper makes it clear that Trump
would not have won without Russia's help

Evidence ‘Staggering’ Trump Would Have Lost 2016
Election Without Russian Help, Clapper Writes In Book
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“Power tends to corrupt & absolute power corrupts absolutely,”

Every abuse of power, when left unchecked, leads to a bigger abuse. The latest but far

from final is the wholesale assault on democracy launched by Trump this past week,

building on his prior assaults.

Remember3

Trump falls short on infrastructure after promising to build roads bridges &

consensus

Trump’s Tweet Interaction Rates Have Plummeted Since He Took Office

Trump is now surrounded by lickspittles who will affirm, on command, that he is an

‘extremely stable genius’
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Remember3

EPA Experts Objected to ‘Misleading’ Agency Smog Decision.

Pruitt exempted most of SE WI from federal limits on smog.

Rebuke to Romania’s populists in EU elections & referendum. 

Epstein sex abuse victims tell court it's time for Acosta to explain his actions
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Remember4

PrivatBank sues Kolomoisky in US court

Billionaire oligarch Igor Kolomoisky is accused of multibillion-dollar bank fraud

leading to the collapse of PrivatBank. 

Kolomoisky denies the charge, but admits to causing $248 million losses to the bank.

0:00

Remember4

For months, Mr. Bannon has traveled around Europe, presenting himself as the

linchpin of a populist revolution. 

He was in Paris as an “adviser-counselor” to Marine Le Pen, the far-right nationalist

leader.

VZ crisis: Delegates to meet for Norway peace talks

0:00

Remember6

When Pardons Themselves Violate the Laws of War

There’s a possible consequence to issuing these pardons that Trump might not have



considered. 

That to do so would itself be a war crime, related to the president’s constitutional

duty as C in C of the armed forces

Remember6

As the commander of these soldiers, and perhaps even of the Blackwater contractor,

the President, himself, has a responsibility to punish, if not prevent, violations of the

laws of war committed by his subordinates.

Remember8

The principle of command responsibility is well est’d in the laws of war, reflected in

what is morally right, & the importance of discipline to the accomplishment of the

military mission. 

Jews in Germany warned of risks of wearing kippah cap in public
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Remember9

Mike Pence Tells West Point Graduates They Should Expect to See Combat

“It is a virtual certainty that you will fight on a battlefield for America at some point

in your life,” Pence said.

Iran Slams U.S. After Middle East Troop Buildup Is Announced

0:00
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John Bolton Says North Korean Missile Tests Violated U.N. Resolutions

Oklahoma, Teva Pharmaceuticals reach $85M settlement in opioid case

FBI Investigating Fake 'Inert Explosive Devices' Placed Around Newburgh, NY

‘Wow, What Is That?’ Navy Pilots Report UFOs

Remember10

Utah Judge Suspended Without Pay After Critical Quips About Trump 

The Utah Supreme Court said that the comments — along with an online posting in

2016 critical of Trump — violated judicial rules on “independence, integrity, and

impartiality.”

Remember11
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5 Catholic Priests Charged in Michigan Sex-Abuse Investigation: 

‘This Is Just the Tip of the Iceberg’

Renault, Fiat Chrysler Discuss Merger of Equals as Part of Alliance Talks

Border Patrol seizes aircraft loaded with meth, fentanyl after it flies into US

Remember12

PrivatBank sues RU Oligarch Kolomoisky in US court

‘If I disappear’: Chinese students make farewell messages amid crackdowns over

labor activism  

The Trump administration announced a proposal to close nine Job Corps Civilian

Conservation Centers (CCCs).
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Former DNI James Clapper makes it clear that Trump would not have won without

Russia's help

Former DNI James Clapper makes it clear that Trump would not have …
When Donald Trump produced the first list of names for his death list this week, he
didn’t include that of former Director of National Intelligence James Clapper. But
Clapper appears to be out to rem…

https://www.dailykos.com/story/2019/5/25/1860342/-Former-DNI-James-Clapper-make…

Evidence ‘Staggering’ Trump Would Have Lost Election Without Russian Help, Ex-

Intelligence Boss Writes In Book
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Evidence ‘Staggering’ Trump Would Have Lost Election Without Russi…
James Clapper, the former Director of National Intelligence, says in his new book
that he has no doubt Russian election interference was the reason Donald Trump
won the 2016 election. Donald Trump is…

https://www.inquisitr.com/5454479/evidence-staggering-trump-would-have-lost-electio…

Romanians have delivered a rebuke to their ruling Social Democrats (PSD) by

strongly backing opposition parties in the European elections and voting in a

referendum aimed at blocking the government’s sweeping judicial reforms.

Rebuke to Romania’s populists in European elections and referendum
Viktor Orban's anti-immigration nationalists dominate voting in Hungary

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/europe/rebuke-to-romania-s-populists-in-europ…

Venezuela crisis: Delegates to meet for Norway peace talks

Venezuela crisis: Talks to resume in Oslo
Government and opposition delegates are returning to Norway to try to resolve the
political crisis.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-48412400

Utah Judge Suspended Without Pay After Critical Quips About Trump 

The Utah Supreme Court said that the comments — along with an online posting in

2016 critical of Trump — violated judicial rules on “independence, integrity, and

impartiality.” 
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Utah Judge Suspended Without Pay After Critical Quips About Trump
Judge Michael Kwan of Municipal Justice Court in Taylorsville, Utah, had said he
was joking about President Trump and that he had a right to free speech.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/25/us/utah-judge-michael-kwan.html

🏵Brilliant🏵

I am sure @maggieNYT the PR spinner for the mobbed up Trump adm would be

totally fine with any of the below lawbreaking scenarios:🙄

Sara Danner Dukic
@saradannerdukic

Nathalie, pondering the existential question of whether she 
should pay her 147 parking tickets.

4,245 11:39 PM - May 26, 2019

1,354 people are talking about this

Hey @realDonaldTrump,

Did you catch this? 

Americans rank Barack Obama as best president of their lifetimes!

🏆🏆🏆

♥  @BarackObama 
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Americans rank Barack Obama as best president of their lifetimes: Poll
A Pew Research poll released yesterday says that most Americans rank former
President Barack Obama as the best president of their lifetimes.

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/americans-rank-barack-obama-best-president-lifetime…

Trump’s latest assault on democracy

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/05/25/trumps-latest-assault-democracy/

🌶SpicyFiles🌶

Donald - suing Deutsche Bank & Capital One ADORABLE -updated x 2 – Mad Dog

PAC

Donald - suing Deutsche Bank & Capital One ADORABLE -updated x 2
The update 5/22/2018 7:35PM EST  Judge Ramos’ Order & Chairwoman Waters
and Chairman Schiff’s Statement concerning today’s ruling (see bottom of entry)
update #2, 5/26/2019 9:15AM EST  Interlocut…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/donald-suing-deutsche-bank-is-adorable

The president is unsuited to his office. That should have been obvious well before the

release of the special counsel’s report, but the text of the report, even with redactions,

makes his unfitness brutally clear. He delights in the abuse of his power. 
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Impeachment Is a Refusal to Accept the Unacceptable
Taking action against Trump is a rejection of the idea that nothing matters.

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/05/impeaching-trump-refuse-accept-un…

‼ Bravo‼  

Colorado Becomes First State To Cap Insulin Prices

H/T @roxydavis99 

Colorado Becomes First State To Cap Insulin Costs
People with diabetes won't pay more than $100 a month out of pocket for the drug
under a new law.

https://news.yahoo.com/colorado-diabetics-insulin-price-cap-170616356.html

For months, Bannon has traveled around Europe, presenting himself as the linchpin

of a populist revolution. He was in Paris as an “adviser-counselor” to Marine Le Pen,

the far-right nationalist leader.

Bannon’s Populists, Once a ‘Movement,’ Keep Him at Arm’s Length
For months the former Trump adviser promised to help far-right forces unify before
European Parliament elections. Now they’re moving on without him.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/24/world/europe/steve-bannon-european-elections-…

🏵Sean Hannity - Assange🏵
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Micah
@thatgingerish

I went back to listen to an entire 90 minutes of Hannity just for 
this —

43:45stitcher.com/podcast/mrw-pr…
108 10:27 PM - May 23, 2019

90 people are talking about this

  StitcherStitcher   @ @StitcherStitcher

Can a Pardon Be a War Crime?: When Pardons Themselves Violate the Laws of War

When Pardons Themselves Violate the Laws of War. Can a Pardon Be …
Analysis of May 24, 2019 statement by the International Committee of the Red
Cross (ICRC) on pardons and the law of armed conflict.

https://www.justsecurity.org/64288/can-a-pardon-be-a-war-crime-when-pardons-thems…

PrivatBank sues Kolomoisky in US court

Billionaire oligarch Igor Kolomoisky is accused of multibillion-dollar bank fraud

leading to the collapse of PrivatBank. Kolomoisky denies the charge, but admits to

causing $248 million losses to the bank.

PrivatBank sues Kolomoisky in US court | KyivPost - Ukraine's Global …
PrivatBank on May 21 filed a new lawsuit against its former owner Ihor Kolomoisky
in the Delaware Chancery Court in the U.S. According to a copy of the complaint
obtained by the Kyiv Post, PrivatBank…

https://www.kyivpost.com/business/privatbank-sues-kolomoisky-in-u-s-court.html

The Allegedly Murderous Oligarch, the CIA Chief, and the Trumpkin
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The Allegedly Murderous Oligarch, the Duped CIA Chief, and the Trum…
Who was behind a mysterious fake hearing in the basement of the U.S. Capitol?

https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-allegedly-murderous-oligarch-the-duped-cia-chief-a…

🏵Kolomoisky - PrivatBank🏵

WaterBluSky
@MsMariaT

Another, never-served, never-held-office, actor put in office by a 
media oligarch. Oligarch doesn’t even live in the country. 
Surprise! Sound familiar? 

Katya Gorchinskaya @kgorchinskaya
Zelensky's new test is called Kolomoisky. My op-ed published in the 
Guardian yesterday theguardian.com/commentisfree/…

26 1:45 PM - Apr 23, 2019

See WaterBluSky's other Tweets

‼ ICYMI‼ 

Oligarchs Weaponized Cyprus Branch of Ukraine’s Largest Bank to Send $5.5 Billion

Abroad

H/T @LincolnsBible

Oligarchs Weaponized Cyprus Branch of Ukraine’s Largest Bank to Se…
Ihor Kolomoisky and Hennadiy Boholiubov stand accused of stealing $5.5 billion
from PrivatBank, which held the deposits of a third of Ukrainians. Now we know
how they did it.

https://www.occrp.org/en/investigations/oligarchs-weaponized-cyprus-eranch-of-ukrain…
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Bernie Sanders�Tad Devine�Manafort�Kliminik & Assange

Jay McKenzie
@JamesFourM

Tad Devine, senior advisor to your 2016 campaign, worked with 
Paul Manafort & his longtime GRU handler in Ukraine. Manafort 
handed polling data to that GRU handler in 2016 & met with 
Assange in 2013, 2015 & 2016.

Let me be clear: You're a friend & apologist to America's 
enemies.

Bernie Sanders @SenSanders
Let me be clear: it is a disturbing attack on the First Amendment for the 
Trump administration to decide who is or is not a reporter for the 
purposes of a criminal prosecution. Donald Trump must obey the 
Constitution, which protects the publication of news about our 
government. twitter.com/ACLU/status/11…

489 12:55 AM - May 25, 2019

262 people are talking about this

Mike Pence Tells West Point Graduates They Should Expect to See Combat

“It is a virtual certainty that you will fight on a battlefield for America at some point

in your life,” Pence said.

Mike Pence Tells West Point Graduates They Should Expect to See Co…
“You will lead soldiers in combat. It will happen,” Pence told the nearly 1,000
graduating cadets.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/mike-pence-tells-west-point-graduates-they-should-exp…

Former intelligence chief’s argument that Putin did indeed sway the 2016 vote

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/former-intelligence-chiefs-argument-that-puti…

“Farmers don’t want handouts, they want solutions..just like Mexico isn’t paying for a

wall, China won’t pay for Trump’s tariffs. Bailout funds ultimately come from the

taxpayers.”
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A retired Kentucky farmer says other farmers are afraid to speak out.

Kentucky farmers hurt by Trump's trade wars won't speak up — they f…
The small farmer is a dying breed while the large corporate farms continue to feed
on information campaigns of fear and folly.

https://www.courier-journal.com/story/opinion/2019/05/24/donald-trump-trade-wars-hur…

Antisemitic attacks are on the rise in a number of EU countries, and a survey of

Jewish people across the EU found 89% of Jews feel antisemitism has increased in

their country, while 85% believed it to be a serious problem.

H/T @b_judah

Jews in Germany warned of risks of wearing kippah cap in public
Government commissioner says lifting of inhibitions and rise of uncouthness are
factors behind rising incidence of antisemitism

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/may/26/jews-in-germany-warned-of-risks-of-…

Musée Nissim de Camondo
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Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

A Parisian Family Decimated by the Holocaust

All that remains is the Musée Nissim de Camondo and its 
priceless priceless collection testify to the unspeakable
atrocities at the hands RW fascists before & during WWII. 

Make no mistake history is repeating.
129 4:34 PM - May 19, 2019

95 people are talking about this

🏵Excellent Thread🏵

Call Paul's Boutique
@modernhomesla

Replying to @modernhomesla

Disturbing Report
(Psychopathy 
sounds a bit 
Narcissistic)

USC did not fire Tyndall 
or notify state medical board.

"Lawyers 4 USC 
arranged secret deal w [Tyndall] 
allowed him 2 leave his post 
w a financial payout 
+ pristine professional record."

Y?
13 5:33 AM - May 26, 2019

See Call Paul's Boutique's other Tweets

Epstein sex abuse victims tell court it's time for Acosta to explain his actions
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https://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article230708394.html

💦💰Money Laundering Explained

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

When money-launderers launder, they don’t keep the money. 
That money belongs to the criminal syndicates & corrupt foreign 
nationals who made it. 
The launderer only gets his/her fee - a cut of the overall take. 
That’s how it works. /1

Lincoln's Bible @LincolnsBible
Dear MSM press,
Here's a second tip.
1. Individuals who wash blood money clean, only get a small cut of the 
overall take...

1,425 2:29 PM - May 25, 2019
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5 Catholic Priests Charged in Michigan Sex-Abuse Investigation: ‘This Is Just the Tip

of the Iceberg’

5 Catholic Priests Charged in Michigan Sex-Abuse Investigation: ‘This …
The men stand accused of sexually abusing multiple children and an adult at their
affiliated churches.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/5-catholic-priests-charged-in-michigan-sex-abuse-inves…

European elections 2019

European elections 2019 - BBC News
All the latest news about European elections 2019 from the BBC

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/topics/c7zzdg3pmgpt/european-elections-2019
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The most important video you will watch today.
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Along with many US civil rights figures, King was subject to an FBI campaign of

surveillance ordered by Director J Edgar Hoover in an effort to undermine his power

amid fears he could have links to the Communist Party. 

Martin Luther King Jr had 40 affairs and laughed as friend raped woman
The legacy of U.S. civil rights hero Martin Luther King Jr could be facing a 'painful
reckoning' after a biographer unearthed tapes detailing the scale of his affairs and
sexual exploits.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7071713/FBI-tapes-Martin-Luther-King-Jr-40-…

How San Francisco broke America’s heart

Real estate is the nation’s costliest. Listings read like typos, a median $1.6 million for

a single-family home and $3,700 monthly rent for a one-bedroom apartment.

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/how-san-francisco-broke-americas-hea…
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The Spy Case That Made Adam Schiff a Russia Hawk

Three decades before he railed against the Trump campaign, the future congressman

prosecuted an FBI agent who was seduced by a Soviet spy.

The Spy Case That Made Adam Schiff a Russia Hawk
Three decades before he railed against the Trump campaign, the future
congressman prosecuted an FBI agent who was seduced by a Soviet spy.

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2019/05/26/adam-schiff-russia-hawk-524-226…

‘If I disappear’: Chinese students make farewell messages amid crackdowns over

labor activism  

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/if-i-disappear-chinese-students-ma…
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Majestic af.
24.7K 2:34 PM - May 26, 2019

4,542 people are talking about this
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Coral reefs depend on lots of fish the size of jellybeans

Most fish that populate a reef are tiny snacks smaller than two inches. They live fast

and get eaten young—and keep the ecosystem humming.

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/2019/05/coral-reefs-depend-

on-fish-the-size-of-jellybeans/

🎾#Diebenkorn🎾
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Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

#Diebenkorn

Diebenkorn was an American painter and printmaker. He was 
born in 1922 in Portland, Oregon and died 1993 in Berkeley, CA.

Self-portrait

#PAM #PAMFAM 
#Diebenkorn
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY! 

#NutShellReport

#ThePatriotTimes

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you.
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